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The essential organization and communication tool for the whole family based on the #1 National

Bestselling Amy Knapp's Family Organizer features: &#x95; 17 month wall calendar (August 2016

through December 2017) &#x95; Get the whole family on the same page!&#x95; Extra-large grid

with plenty of space to keep track of everyone's schedule&#x95; Hundreds of color-coded stickers

show you everyone's activities at a glance&#x95; Easily keep track of bill-paying, grocery shopping,

family chores, and all the details of daily life&#x95; Never again forget a birthday, anniversary, or

other important event&#x95; Plenty of room for scheduling appointments, dates, trips, and

outings&#x95; Keep vital medical information handy for everyone in the family&#x95; Great tools for

planning ahead for vacations, back-to-school, and holidays&#x95; Find important phone and

emergency numbers quick
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I love it! I've been using the FlyLady calendar for as long as I can remember, but wanted something

different this year. I was worried about the size of the date squares, but they're just about the same

size as my old calendar - perfect! I like the added space for dinner menus and all the extra areas for

monthly tips and reminders. The only thing that would make this better would be a pocket in back for

things like calendar stickers, school schedules, etc. Otherwise, perfect!

This will be the 4th year I've bought this wall calendar to use. I hang it up in our kitchen. I use it in

conjunction with an on-line google calendar. The reason why I keep both is that when sitters come

over they check the calendar to double check their schedules, the kids can see what is going on,



and I can do a quick glance when on the phone making an appointment without having to look at my

phone or the computer. This has tons of writing space, tips to help keep house/family organized,

and is just an excellent calendar. I am a very happy customer!

The only calendar I buy. Huge so everyone can read what is going on!Two suggestions: The

hanging holes break and need better reinforcement, maybe a strip on the edge?I wish there was

pretty pictures or sayings on the pages.

I'm not normally super great at writing out our schedule because I'm pretty good at keeping it all

straight in my head. But with a large family, my kids getting older and life getting busier all the time, I

decided I need to get more organized and have our schedule written out for my husband and kids to

see. I got this calendar and loved it right away, and went straight to work writing down everything for

August (WHOA, it was a lot). Felt so organized, flipped the page to start filling things out for

September, and came to find that the fine-tipped Sharpie I had used was showing through from the

page before, and bled through somewhat! My August calendar looked so nice and tidy, but

September looks all muddled before I even started filling it out. I was so bummed...I love my

Sharpies! But they won't work for this. I wish the pages were thicker for that reason, or that it was

made of that regular calendar paper that's glossy and slick, where writing doesn't bleed through. I've

always used Sharpies on my regular old wall calendars and never had this problem. This calendar

is made with basically slightly-thicker-than normal regular paper (not cardstock quality though).

That's the only drawback for me. Otherwise I love the calendar!

Pros: I love the size of this calendar. Each month spans across two pages. I also love that there are

recommended projects for each month that help me organize better. So much room to write and

organize our lives.Cons: I wish the paper was a little thicker. I use gel pens and pencil on this. I am

afraid to use my fine tip sharpie because it will bleed through the paper. We know using sharpies or

brighter color markers helps everyone read a calendar better. :) A couple of months end with just

two days in a new week. In that case, the two days are wrapped into half the size of the previous

days Sunday and Monday, effectively making both weeks Sunday and Monday notes half the size

of the normal box.

I've been using this brand of calendar for several years. As a family of 6 I need a lot of space to

write appointments, practice/game schedules, and after school activities. I have never ran out of



room as the boxes are big enough to fit everything with plenty of lines. I like the tear off To-Do lists,

and I especially like the separate section at the bottom of each day to write down dinners. I only

wish the stickers had a bit more variety, less meeting, travel, and half day stickers, and more for

dentist, important, and School Event. Would be nice to have a first day of school sticker and a last

day of school. That is just a little picky on my part.

Great quality. I can pencil in dates and erase without making a big mess. They used good quality

paper and the layout works for our family. It's easy to keep track of our dates/appointments. I love

this calendar!

I buy this family calendar every year; it has worked SO well for our family. We keep it on the fridge

and it has room for all sorts of notes. I also love that it has the stickers to highlight important/special

dates that need to be flagged. Thanks for a great product!
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